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100% Real LunarPages User Reviews and Testimonials

Eric Downey: Lunar Pages Host has been the reply to all my problems. I merely needed a cheap, reliable, and safe webhost, and I am proud to say that Lunar Pages Host has met all my expectations and more. Lunar Pages is definitely an
excellent alternative in internet hosting companies.
Terry Jones: I've used Lunar Pages Hosting for my internet hosting for quite a lot of years; private web sites, enthusiast
websites and forums and now for business purposes. They've all the time reacted shortly to issues, even by means of
the evening! Uptime is incredible with no break in service that I can remember, and that's in over 5 years. I might
recommend Lunar Pages Internet hosting to all.
Nick Clause: I've hosted a number of knowledge-pushed websites with Lunar Pages Internet hosting over the previous
few years and it has been a decent service. The management panel and arrange process is very easy I could deal with
it. I&rsquo;ve been with several hosts but by no means one that gives a service as helpful and efficient as Lunar Pages
Hosting.
Trudy Enya: After a horror yr with net4.in I transferred to Lunarpages, since i have been with Lunarpages I have had
absolutely no downside and getting all the pieces up was easy. Their support was also very useful in the few points I
had. If you're calling from abroad it's extremely appreciated when they choose up their phone quickly. I recommend
Lunarpages.
Olly Wickey: My earlier host was not so good. Lunarpages had nice particular for two year plan. I have to say I've saved
good money and the hosting has been rock stable, quick, and as I've had no points with service can solely say after I
prompted an htaccess error resulting from some sloppy ftp handling and introduced down all websites - they obtained
again to me very quickly and politely knowledgeable me of explanation for issue and fast fix. I mounted the file and voila,
all better. I've begun implementing all types of php etc. and have five websites now, still rock solid! Tremendous Host, am
very happy!
Max Jim: I was in search of a very good hosting web site and was beforehand with hostway, godaddy and other huge
site. After some time I determine to cut down the fee for the server, and i wished unlimited bandwidth, diskspace (back
after I signed up this wasn't unlimited, but still large enough for me to name it unlimited) I wouldn't have any drawback
with them, didn't see any downtime with my site. Their server velocity is relatively quick (guess I've a quick connection?! I
presently have joomla with my website and they do notify me when there's an safety problem with joomla and warn me
for the improve, which is nice. Although this can be a private site and intended for household and mates, I would not
have numerous traffic. Nevertheless I do benefit from the unlimited space since I've a number of stuff to backup, so I can
simply create a private folder and backup my software program / photos there. Google around for money back or rebate.
I am unable to keep in mind which site I signed up with, the individual end up refunded me 70% to cover the cost, so I
only spend like 20 for the first year. =)
Tory Riley: As many individuals on the market I began searching for a superb ffmpeg internet hosting service. Although
Im positive there are hundreds, not to lots of them show up on google search outcomes and people who do have some
bad reviews.I discovered my technique to this web site webhostingjury and sorted by reviews. I observed lunar was at
the top. So I clicked on lunar and located you guys...Sure you studying this article. I searched and searched searching
for solely unhealthy reviews. LOL Instead of searching for good evaluations I was doing the whole opposite. I had not
seen so many individuals proud of this service. :) I figured I am going to give them a call. What are the possibilities they
offer ffmpeg, Would be too good to be true. And what do you know. They do provide ffmpeg for streaming videos ! ( They
need to promote they have ffmpeg preinstalled ) I decided to join up. And so far its been great with them. Customer
service is the best. Way better than my earlier hosting ( godaddy, apthost ). I hope that although the worth goes down,
their customer support wont. I dont thoughts paying an extra dollar for quick responses.
Abbey Crock: I have been with LunarPages over four years now. Since I first joined up, they've progressively added
features, bandwidth, disk space and options to my basic bundle, for no further cost. The Support could be very quick and
environment friendly, and usually resolves any drawback or situation within hours (at most 24). They have seamless help
even for resellers on s shared IP. No complaints to this point, and I like to recommend LunarPages to anyone who
desires to host multiple domains on the identical server for a nominal cost. They do have dedicated IP, devoted server
and premium services in case you are a giant corporate. Beware of people that supply unlimited bandwidth and limitless
diskspace - it is better to see a specified amount quite than say it is limitless, as a result of that is bodily impossible.
Lunarpages has a WYSIWYG policy which is sort of refreshing.
Lionel Hogdon: I have had websites with LunarPages since 2002 and have by no means had any issues. When I was
desperate for tech support, they have been extremely helpful. I'm a pc professional, however often make mistakes. I
certainly wouldn't blame LunarPages for my errors and my lack of knowledge. There is a ton of knowledge on their
forums and the tutorials can assist the newbie with most tasks. I think too many individuals identical to to complain
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instead of looking for a solution and want their hand held. One in all my sites is a non-revenue organization and we rely
on our website for about half of of our income. Our customers have never complained that their purchases couldn't be
processed, and believe me I might hear about it. This previous month they moved my servers and consistently gave me
updates so I knew what to expect. I've by no means gone a day without e mail and typically I wish to:). Another local nonprofit has asked for a hosting suggestion and LunarPages is it.
Tony Rickensen: I signed up for their fundamental 4.95/mo plan with unlimited storage and bandwidth about 6 months in
the past, paid for 12 months, received a free domain, etc... I am now running 5 totally different sites using that one plan,
all of which php/mysql content material, all of which run perfectly. The rare couple of times I needed tech help I just used
the net/electronic mail system and they often just fastened it on their finish then emailed me a description of what they
did so I could do it myself if I needed to within the future. Overall, I could not be extra pleased. CPanel is a fantastic
interface and combines with Fantastico I can go from zero to a complete new weblog or forum in a few minutes. I could
not be happier!
Ned Horton: I've run a website by way of Lunarpages for a number of years and been very impressed. Their customer
support is great - I've always gotten replies within 24 hours (often sooner), and every replace electronic mail I obtain is
that they've determined to increase storage space or knowledge transfer. The only time I had problems was when I tried
to run a really active discussion board neighborhood which drained away my resources and bandwidth. Shifting the
forums off-website fixed that downside (and it was earlier than I decided to upgrade to the "enterprise" internet hosting
from the "primary" degree). There have been a couple of quirks, but assist always helped me straighten them out quickly.
The site statistic tools are helpful. I've never used the free software program that comes with the hosting though. I like
the free-area-for-life bundle, as well as the extra domains included with the enterprise-stage hosting. Very cheap charges
for what you get!
Jillian Krust: I have been with LunarPages for round 5 years and now handle 9 different sites by way of them. I've had
the occasional downside with help however it has been more with the Billing Division and with the lower stage of tech
assist services. When you get above this level they've been absolutely great. My experience is that they reside as much
as the 99.9% uptime assure - even when they have upgraded my server or moved my server to a distinct information
centre. Have had issues with utilizing PHP with different hosts, but never with LunarPages and all of their free
applications work well.
Tommy Nickelson: I highly advocate lunapages as an internet host; I've been with Lunapages for the previous 4 months,
and have never had any problems with the up time, or the support requests. I selected to affix Lunapages three days
earlier than Christmas Day 2008, and chose the fallacious account to begin with, i contacted support, and was in a
position to transfer to the right account, they where additionally glad to maneuver my sign up area to a sub domain, and
the 200MB of data i had already uploaded as well. The positioning has very basic over view controls from the log in web
site, but once you get to your sites cpanel, it has each function found within the newest model of cpanel. I extremely
recomended lunapages as a webhost
Robert Patton: We are a small internet design firm that hosts all of our customers with Lunarpages. We have executed so
ever since we discovered them, 6 years ago. They've been a blessing. Billing is automatic, and all the time correct.
(Thank God, our clients stored forgetting to pay the yearly bill. You would not consider how many people let their sites
dissapear as a result of they don't seem to be capable of paying a invoice on time...) Pricing is greater than truthful - I
really cannot work out how they handle to maintain such high quality at those prices. They also maintain introducing new
plans that supply extra for much less money. Honestly, it makes me a bit apprehensive that their quality of service will
decline over time due to them "giving the store away". Nonetheless that didn't happen yet. The truth is, their ease of use
and high quality of buyer assist is without doubt one of the major causes we host with them - I was blown away by the
velocity, niceness and competency for the primary yr, then I happily got used to anticipate the perfect :-). As an internet
design firm, it's essential for us that the hosting company updates their software program and hardware on time, and has
no weird configurations that make it laborious for us to launch new internet sites and web site scripts. Lunarpages have
been nice in this. They improve Mysql, PHP and other features timely, and even have a characteristic where you can
decide-out of PHP5 in case your web page script can not work with it. (Love their Management Panel! It will probably do
all the things but make you coffee, and is straightforward sufficient for a non-technical person to make use of, with just a
little help.) We had a few security breaches, brought on by a number of the scripts used, on 2 of the net sites.
Lunarpages response was implausible - compromised websites have been "turned off" instantly, and an electronic mail
was despatched to us with a discover, rationalization, and a request to upgrade the offending script to a new, safer
version. They did much of our work for us, by locating the source of hassle and not letting it spread. As soon as we
mounted the problem, the websites were reinstated. I am joyful to know that their safety measures are very good. They're
also very patient and helpful with out-of-abnormal requests. Two months ago, one in all our prospects has cancelled her
account by mistake (she didn't acknowledge the fees on her credit card and truly known as them to cancel any services...
that is what I have to deal with....). She had an online store, and the whole site was gone - a yr of improvement! The
account was already erased from their system, but the customer support helped us find the backup, and we had
everything straightened out in 48 hours. (Phrase to the sensible - *always* get their backup function, it's solely
1.50/month, and a lifesaver in the event you really want to make use of it. About 6 months ago, they went through a
preiod where a few of the web sites have been off line occasionaly, I can not inform for how long, however an hour or so,
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I think. Don't know what that was about, but they're back to regular now, and I am comfortable to offer them a heartfelt
recommendation.
Chris Toby: Lunar Pages has been an ideal webhost for me. I've had no site downtime other than my taking the site all
the way down to re-build or revamp, however that is of my doing. Most of my issues are answered very quickly. I bear in
mind earlier than I got LunarPages, I used to be asking a help question and I obtained a response from gross sales in
less than 6 minutes. It made me feel nice knowing I may have quick service from a reliable host. I've never had one
drawback with LunarPages, just me and my lack of html. lolz... I not too long ago considered canceling to a cheaper host,
however then seen the companies they provide were not as nice as LunarPages was. So I made a decision to stick with
LunarPages for it's superior services, webspace, and bandwidth. All in all, I've to provide LunarPages a perfect one
hundred% on my grading scale for his or her surpassed reliability, stability, performance, and glorious customer support.
Alex Thurman: I have used another host these previous few years to host my personal net pages. I do not know too
much about website online design and all the opposite technical stuuf but my former net hoster's support was never that
good and infrequently I'd find myself eith going through horrible telephone menu options to get help AND getting help
was worse taking a look at that host's help pages. I decided to dwitch hosts out of frustration. I've spent over per week
wanting on the aggressive plans offred out there. I chose LunarPages based upon price and support. Many of the other
comapnies I spoke with did not appear to be interested inanswering questions over the phone. The staff at LunarPages
was quite helpful PRIOR to me selecting them. Moreover I discover that the LunarPages SUPPORT & Knowledge
database is fantastic. I've realized rather more from this firm throughout the previous week from their SUPPORT AND
KNOWLEDGE databases/forums than what my previos host was capable of offer. I additionally take pleasure in more
disk house and bandwith than I had with my earlier host for much less! I simply needed to put up these comments as a
newbie as a result of I felt that these days of hearing all of the bad things that the good stuff supplied to individuals needs
to be voiced. I was actually suprised that no one at LunarPages pressured me into signing up - these individuals
encouraged me to look around and store BUT they always took the time (on the telephone and in emails) to present me
answers or guide me to resources. I did not get that from others and my choice to go along with LunarPages was based
on excellent customer help and an affordable hosting plan. I'll never use all that area and bandwith but the truth that I
have it for the value continues to be nice! The CoffeeCup software program bundle they provide to you is also fantastic. I
attempted the trial variations of that together with several others and found it to exceed what I used to be use to using (
"something" SiteBuilder). I am now using CoffeeCup software and found their assist to be fine as well!
Terrence Cook: I have not too long ago started hosting websites with lunarpages after changing into disillusioned with
the hosting firms I have been utilizing within the Uk for the previous few years. Like all service suppliers, an
organization's commitment to customers is just truly tested when one encounters problems, or at the least wants
answers to questions. I have been let down to various degrees by completely different hosts in the past, sometimes
waiting weeks for a response to a request for assist, typically by no means receiving a response, and typically receiving a
response that did not deal with the issue! Having decided that I needed to find a new hosting firm, I spent a whole day on
the internet researching internet hosting firms, and was disillusioned to seek out that so many webmasters were
additionally having issues with quite a few other hosts. I used to be beginning to suppose "Better the devil you recognize
..." and was almost resigned to sticking with what I already had. Then I found opinions of lunarpages.com ... Certain, I
discovered a number of complaints, however in almost every case the problem was addressed, typically in public via the
lunarpages forums. It occurred to me that an organization prepared to open themselves up for potential public criticism
was an indication of confidence of their means to reply their clients' questions. I transferred certainly one of my sites to
lunarpages to attempt them out - to my shock and delight it was a painless course of and was dealt with very quickly. I
then decided to host a brand new website with them, a web site I intend to make use of for testing things out for clients
before publishing correctly - I purchased a domain title and hosting package on Saturday afternoon, and it was available
by teatime! I used to be astonished!!! The third website I host (thus far) has a .uk.com domain. I was not sure tips on how
to go about dealing with this as it has a non-commonplace "extension", so I requested help what to do. A couple of fast
emails later it was all done. My questions, each pre- and submit-gross sales, have been answered in a short time and
efficiently, a level of assist which I've never experienced before. On prime of this, the cost of hosting is relatively cheap
(especially with the current exchange charges!), and even the essential hosting package deal comes with FrontPage
Extensions - I typically have to pay £25 per yr, approximatley 50 dollars, for this within the UK. Then in fact there's the
free software - improbable! In summary - in addition to the nice value of packages, my confidence that lunarpages will
repond to my questions (regardless of how dumb!) quickly means I will positively be internet hosting more websites with
them.
Howard Millard: I find that most individuals, myself included, are fast to contact help when there is a problem, but not
often discover time to send a observe of thanks when issues are going well. Normally I'd say that this is due to most
corporations performing adequately and not likely impressing much. In the case of Lunarpages service, I think it will be
an injustice not to notice what an incredible job they do in taking care of customers. I began building web pages as a
pastime practically 10 years in the past and found Tripod as a free service that labored positive for me as a novice
internet designer. A pair years later, I used to be designing sites for my mothers dog kennel and shortly after for a couple
of of her then jealous mates (we wish to call all of them, the "dog women"). Ultimately she wanted extra space and
wished her personal area identify, so we upgraded to their "pro" service that cost us about $24 a year extra for less than
10% of the disk space we get with lunarpages, few superior options comparatively, defective user interfaces, poor billing
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procedures that had our web site down usually, and minimally adequate but gradual buyer service. I have been on
Lunarpages for simply over a month and I am unable to begin to express my joy with the distinction within the service.
The value of the "basic" plan has been unreal compared: 1GB disk house, limitless subdomains and a free add on area,
MySQL and PHP, even the Viper Guestbook is cool! A lot that I have not gotten in to yet, but look ahead to. So many
new issues I've discovered already just having so many features available here. Including within the free Coffee Cup
software is HUGE. What an incredible useful resource of software for us "novice" net builders. Was beating my head
towards my monitor for 2 weeks making an attempt to get an rss feed working proper prior to 5 mins work on the Coffee
Cup RSS News Flash creator. The time I've saved with the Coffee Cup Pix converter is astonishing... I might go on for
ever on my new discovered love of Coffee Cup! The customer service is the icing on the cake that makes this firm one
which I will gladly pass on to others, possibly even forcibly if I have to! The responses are quick, even when I tagged one
as "low priority" I had a response the next morning. Even when there was nothing they might actually do to help me
whereas I was impatiently anxious to get the transfer of domain off of Tripod, they responded kindly and supportively. I
can't start to convey how thrilled I am to be there and my only regret is that I did not discover them sooner! Thank you all
for the nice service!
Phil Jacobson: I have to say that Lunarpages presents the BEST customer service around! They're continually upgrading
and adding options that I did not even know I needed! Their control panel interface is unbelievable and there is a ready
made library of excellent scripts for just about anything. Have a question? LunarPages customer help is totally
PERFECT! Have you ever been caught on hold... waiting... and waiting...? Not with LunarPages! In actual fact, you will
not need to name them! Their on-line help has answered questions and corrected the one minor situation I've had almost
before I may finish asking the question. Wish to discover out about them previous to signing up? The user forums are
monitored so well that I had normal novice tech questions answered there PRIOR to turning into a LunarPages buyer by LunarPages help staff! If anyone has any doubts about LunarPages then head to my web site and speak to me via the
webmaster link. I'm happy... and YOU WILL BE TOO! I'd give 15 out of 10 stars for LunarPages.
Paul Hilton: I needed to vary my website hosting service. I even have several shoppers that may need internet hosting
providers in the near future. I made the decision to research the best company for my wants and my client&rsquo;s
needs. Using the Internet I checked on many internet hosting services, looking closely on the ratings by current and
former users. My investigation led me to LunarPages.com. All of my analysis confirmed that LunarPages.com offered the
options that I needed at an affordable price. Everyone, including the LunarPages web site, stated that they provided
distinctive service and support. I made my decision and began the task of setting up my new LunarPages internet
hosting service with the options that I needed. I also began transferring my current enterprise web site and two leisure
web sites over to the brand new service. Because I didn't plan it better, I made some mistakes that induced problems
with my service. Frustrated, I started communicating with the LunarPages assist employees via their assist ticket email
service. What I found was surprising. Not solely did the LunarPages workers supply quick response time, but they truly
knew what they had been doing and will help me in fixing my problems. The issues weren't simple, and my lack of
expertise in using a hosting service did not help things, but the LunarPages workers labored by way of it and within a
brief period of time they'd every little thing running smoothly. They have been also able to direct me to several effectively
written white papers that detailed the tasks I used to be working with. These papers were written in simple,
straightforward to grasp language, and yet contained all the data that I wanted to get the job done. In short,
LunarPages.com and it&rsquo;s employees have made a believer out of me. I have over 25 years of expertise working
within the micro computer industry. I've handled many various companies, trying to unravel many alternative problems.
LunarPages.com charges at the top of my record for a satisfying experience.
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